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A new detailed chemical-kinetic Monte Carlo model of graphene-edge growth is presented. The model employs
a fine-grained approach to chemically resolved species, allows for incorporation of five-member rings into
growing structures, and links the stochastic kinetic steps to a geometry optimization, thereby properly accounting
for curving of molecular structures. The evolving morphology is greatly affected by the rates of key reactions
and hence by surface-site steric environment and gas-phase species concentrations. The evolving graphene
morphology and growth rates seemingly reach “asymptotic” behavior, independent of the initial substrate.
Most noteworthy, growing layers become significantly curved. The curvature occurs regardless of initial
substrate at both 1500 and 2000 K with higher curvature occurring at the lower temperature. More intriguing
is the observation that, at 2000 K, transition from planar to curved growth does not commence immediately
but occurs at some later time, seemingly when the growing graphene reaches a size significantly larger than
coronene. No curvature is produced in numerical simulations at 2500 K, indicating that high-energy
environments cause the five-member-ring to be less stable, thus preventing them from forming.

I. Introduction

Graphene. Graphene, a single sheet of graphite, has recently
gained substantial interest in the areas of condensed-matter
physics and materials science due its unique properties such as
high electrical conductivity,1-3 superior thermal conductivity,4

and intrinsic strength.5 The envisioned applications of free-
standing graphene sheets are broad6 and include composites,7

electronic devices,8 sensors,9 photodetectors,10 batteries,11,12

ultracapacitors,13 and imaging substrates.14 The current methods
of producing graphene sheets are mechanical exfoliation of
graphite15,16 (i.e., peeling off layers with scotch tape), chemical
reduction of exfoliated graphite oxide,17-19 vacuum graphitiza-
tion of silicon carbide substrates,20 chemical vapor deposition
on substrates,21-29 and substrate-free gas-phase synthesis.30-33

Graphene substrates have also become an important surrogate
for theoretical studies of carbonaceous (soot and interstellar-
dust) particle surface34-39 because such particles are composed
of graphitic elements.40-43 Understanding the chemical mech-
anisms underlying the growth of soot in high-temperature
environments, such as flames, has progressed substantially in
recent years. Our objective here is to summarize the current
knowledge and present an emerging model of graphene-edge
growth, resolved at elementary-reaction level. In addition to
approaching the goal of developing predictive models of soot
formation in combustion, the gained knowledge may also assist
in seeking mass-production methods of graphene synthesis.

Mechanism of Graphene-Edge Growth. It has been estab-
lished in experimental studies that acetylene is the principal
gaseous growth species that reacts at the soot particle surface,
and that this carbon deposition process follows first-order
kinetics.44-46 Theoretical treatment of surface reactions was
initiated by introduction of the hypothesis of chemical similarity,
which postulated that chemical reactions taking place on soot
particle surface are analogous to those of large PAHs.47-49 In

other words, the surface of soot particles was assumed to look
chemically like an edge of a large PAH molecule, covered with
C-H bonds. The gaseous environment forming soot is usually
dominated by acetylene for molecular growth species and by
hydrogen atoms for radicals, and the growth of carbon mass
was suggested to follow the hydrogen-abstraction-C2H2-addition
(HACA) mechanism,49,50 a repetitive sequence in which a
surface radical site is created by hydrogen abstraction and
subsequent acetylene addition to the created surface radical
forms an aromatic ring,

The initial HACA mechanism for surface growth was based
on the armchair edge of aromatics,48,50 as depicted above.
However, there is no experimental or theoretical evidence
indicating the growing surface has to be exclusively armchair.
Furthermore, it was later noted that applying the HACA
mechanism to a graphene armchair edge of a finite size leads
to the formation and persistence of zigzag edges.34 It was also
noted34 that application of the HACA mechanism to zigzag
edges results in the formation of five-member rings. A follow-
up study51 corroborated that five-member ring adsorption can
proceed via a similar mechanism and with a similar rate to those
of the “canonical” HACA reaction mechanism. The same study
presented a mechanism for five-member ring migration, which
included a triradical species as an intermediate.

Frenklach, Schuetz and Ping (FSP)36 found a more plausible
five-member ring migration mechanism with only monoradical
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intermediates and lower barriers. The authors performed steri-
cally resolved kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations by
employing the lone-ring migration reaction, shown above, along
with adsorption, desorption, and growth steps. The KMC model
made use of the steady-state assumption for all radical inter-
mediates to reduce the computational expense of the calcula-
tions. The model was able to match initial soot growth rates
observed in premixed ethylene-oxygen flame studies of Harris
and Weiner.44 The authors concluded that competition between
migration of five-member rings along the zigzag edge and
nucleation of six-member rings was a key mechanistic feature
dictating growth rate and morphology. An important implication
of the migration phenomenon is that while five-member rings
are constantly being formed on the growing edge, they do not
accumulate; rather, they are converted to six-member rings.

FSP also noted the possibility of five-member rings migrating
toward each other and “colliding”,

Whitesides et al.52 investigated the energetics and kinetics
of this ring-collision reaction and found that its rate was
comparable to the rate of lone-ring migration.36 They re-
examined the lone-ring migration, including additional reaction
products, and found that ring desorption is coupled to ring
migration and that radical intermediates on both the migration
and collision pathways had lifetimes exceeding microseconds
at flame conditions. Both of these conclusions indicated a need
for a more detailed description of surface species and processes
than was used in the FSP simulations.

Further theoretical analysis by Whitesides et al.53 revealed
that the product of the ring collision can undergo isomerization
to reverse its orientation, or “flip”. The viability of the flip

reaction motivated study54 that identified the phenomenon we
call embedded-ring migration, in which a five-member ring
moves through the zigzag edge of a graphene layer. Theoretical

rate coefficients were found to be comparable to the previously
investigated flip reaction and other competitive zigzag-edge
reactions. The fast kinetics indicated that the embedded ring
moves essentially freely within the zigzag edge. On larger
substrates, the reaction has a weak thermodynamic preference
for configurations with the five-member ring in the interior of
the edge as opposed to at the corner, causing embedded rings
to be found more often away from the corner of zigzag edges.
In spite of this slight thermodynamic tendency, the occurrence
of the embedded-ring migration reaction gives embedded rings
ample access to the edge corner where they may interact with
migrating rings or with gas-phase species. The high mobility
of embedded rings enables the layer to minimize the inclusion
of five-member rings, and thus should contribute significantly
to annealing and smoothing of growing surfaces.

Kraft and co-workers have developed a KMC model37-39 that
follows the form of the FSP model. In their initial formulation37

the model included the reactions of the FSP model and added
edge oxidation. The KMC model was then linked to a soot
population balance through statistical information gathered from
simulations of single layers and used in simulations of a soot
particle formation in a plug-flow reactor55 and laminar premixed
flames.56 The most recent study39 included aromatic bay closure
reactions57,58 along with embedded-ring migration58 and benzene
addition to radical edge sites.59 That study showed agreement
between simulation results and experimental measurements for
H-to-C ratios of PAH forming in acetylene and benzene flames.

RelatedstudieshavebeencarriedoutbyVioliandco-workers.60-67

Their work has focused on soot particle inception with small
(2-3 ring) aromatic molecules used as growth species, employ-
ing the numerical technique60 that couples KMC with molecular
dynamics (MD).68-73 The reaction steps in the initial model60,61
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included radical combination reactions of naphthalene and
acenaphthylene and aromatic ring closure. Later work62,63

included C1 through C4 species as growth components and found
C2H2 to be the most prevalent nonaromatic growth species. Violi
also investigated the following reaction58

which is the smallest analog of the embedded-ring migration,
and considered oxidation reactions.64 More recent studies have
focused on clustering of aromatic molecules formed from the
KMC/MD simulations.65-67 However, surface processes aside
from ring closure were not considered.

Here we present a new kinetic Monte Carlo model for
graphene-edge growth, built on accumulated knowledge of
elementary reaction processes. The model employs a more
detailed description of surface reactions and sites and includes
many more reactions creating five- and six-member ring
complexes. Incorporation of five-member rings leads to graphene
sheet curvature and so the KMC model is linked to a molecular
mechanics (MM) geometry optimization to account for the
resulting structures. Our focus remains on growth of graphene
and so oxidation is not included.

II. Methodology

The KMC simulations tracked a single graphene “molecule”
evolving in a flame environment. At each time step, a reaction
event was selected stochastically and then applied. The meth-
odology for specifying these reactions followed Frenklach et
al.36 The simulation was treated as a series of Markov processes,
i.e., each subsequent simulation step was only dependent on
the current simulation state and not on the previous states. The
selection of the reaction event and specific graphene-edge site
was done by application of the Gillespie algorithm74 adapted
for surface processes.75 In short, given a current state at time
tn, the time of the next reaction event at surface site i, tn+1,i,
was evaluated as

tn+1,i ) tn - ln u
ktotal,i

where u is a random number distributed uniformly between zero
and one and ktotal,i is the sum of the rates of the j reactions
possible at site i, kj,i,

ktotal,i ) ∑
j

kj,i

The smallest of the tn+1,i determined the time instant, tn+1, and
hence the site, i, of the next KMC step. The selection of the
particular reaction that occurs at that time was done by
comparing the rate-constant ratios computed for site i,

pj,i )
kj,i

ktotal,i

with another random number u, again distributed uniformly
between zero and one. The selected reaction was applied to the
selected site, the time was advanced to tn+1, and the process
was repeated until the simulation ended.

The first modification of the FSP model36 was inclusion of
more individually resolved surface species. The steady-state
assumption used for intermediate elementary reactions of “single

step” transformation, applied to speed up the numerical simula-
tion, was found to be inadequate in many cases due to long-
lived intermediates.52,53 Removal of these assumptions neces-
sitated a more “fine-grained” description of surface processes
and hence of surface species.

In the current model, nine surface species were defined and
classified as either active (bonded to two other surface carbon
atoms) or solid (bonded to three other surface carbon atoms).
There are six active carbon atom species: hydrogen terminated
six-member ring carbon atoms (a1H), hydrogen terminated five-
member ring carbon atoms (a2H), radical six-member ring
carbon atoms (a1-), radical five-member ring carbon atoms
(a2-), five-member ring carbon atoms bonded to two hydrogen
atoms (a2H2), and six-member ring carbon atoms bonded to a
C2H moiety (a1C2H). There are two classifications for solid
carbon species (i.e., bonded to three other carbon atoms), those
that are part of six member rings (s1) and those that are part of
five and six-member rings (s2). Figure 1 illustrates the six active
carbon atoms and two solid carbon atoms. Note that a lower
case “a” is used in these designations for carbon atoms to
differentiate them from the notation A1, A2, ... used to describe
free aromatic molecules of varying sizes.76,77 In addition to the
site types shown in Figure 1, one more type was included,
“a1solid”. It designates a nonreactive site, the type occurring
at the bottom edge of a graphene substrate, used in the present
study to simulate larger substrates, as shown in Figure 2.

A total of 42 surface transformations were included in the
present model and are depicted in Table 1. Reactions forming
five- and six-member ring complexes (14, 33, 34, and 39) and
those capping embedded five-member rings (35-38) are of
particular interest. Rate coefficients for the reactions were taken
from experimental data, quantum chemical calculations, or
assigned on the basis of analogy to other reactions when data
were not available. A detailed account of assignments and
sources for the reaction rate coefficients is provided in the
Supporting Information.

Initial simulations with the new KMC model revealed that
five-member rings are incorporated into the growing substrate
layer and cause the structure to curve. This indicated that the
developing molecular geometry cannot be described by a two-
dimensional lattice as it was previously.36,39 To properly account
for the evolving curvature, the KMC model was coupled to
molecular-mechanics geometry optimization using the MM3
potential78 with the TINKER molecular mechanics package.79

The MM3 potential has been found to produce geometries for
fullerenes in good agreement with the ab initio Hartree-Fock
method80 as well as experimental and DFT results for fullerenic
fragments.81 Optimization of structure geometry was performed
after each structure-changing event. The geometry optimization

Figure 1. Carbon atom types for kinetic Monte Carlo reaction selection.
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step properly accounted for substrate curvature while maintain-
ing physically accurate bonding and geometric configuration
of the growing structures. A check was made after each
geometry optimization to ensure that the geometry produced
by the molecular mechanics code was consistent with the
bonding implied by the KMC model. Specifically, we tested if
the geometry optimization left all the carbon atoms within a
specified distance of the other atoms to which they were bonded
in the KMC description. If any two bonded carbons were found
to be separated by more than two angstroms, the simulation
was ended. Further details can be found elsewhere.82

The computations were performed with an in-house code
written in Matlab and executed on a computer cluster equipped
with 2 GHz Intel Xeon processors. Computational times of
individual runs varied depending on simulated conditions,
ranging from about 10 min to a few hours on a single processor
for simulated time of 5 ms.

III. Results and Discussion

The KMC simulations were run for a series of conditions.
The simulations were performed at temperatures of 1500, 2000,
and 2500 K. These temperatures were chosen to bracket the
range of soot appearance in combustion. The base gas-phase
composition was set to xC2H2

) xH2
) 0.1, xH ) 0.01, and xCH3

) 0. This set of species mole fractions is equal to those from
previous simulations34,36 and is motivated by laminar flame
studies.48,83

Bearing in mind the exploratory nature of the present study,
each KMC simulation was performed at a constant temperature
and gas-phase composition. This allowed us to investigate “in
isolation” the effects of key experimental parameters, temper-
ature, and major growth species concentrations. The phenomena
exposed by the present study facilitate interpretation of realistic
environments, which are typically convoluted by nonlinear
interactions present in the growing environment, large uncer-
tainties in the mechanisms and rates of aromatics formation and
growth, and still missing knowledge of some critical parts of
the overall process, such as particle nucleation.

In the first series of simulations, graphene morphologies
resulting from growth of pyrene were examined. Next, the effect
of initial substrate geometry was studied. Then, the effect of
excluding certain sets of reactions from the kinetic mechanism
was analyzed. Finally, the effect of changing the gas-phase
composition was investigated.

Zipper Growth. To help in understanding the results, we
begin by discussing a key mechanistic feature of aromatic
growth, the zipper-growth mechanism.34 This is a mechanism
by which a zigzag edge can be sequentially built up after a
nucleating ring has been formed either as a five-member ring
in the interior of the edge or as a six-member ring at the corner.
Briefly, the addition of a single five- or six-member ring to the
zigzag surface creates one or more sites for subsequent six-

member ring formation either through collision with a migrating
five-member ring via reactions 14 or 27 or through direct gas-
phase addition of acetylene via reactions 28, 33, or 34. In the
following discussion, the term corner nucleation will be used
to describe nucleation via six-member ring formation at the
corner of the edge and interior nucleation for nucleation initiated
by five-member ring adsorption in the middle of the edge.
Depending on the length of the zigzag edge, a single nucleating
site can catalyze growth of many more rings through repetition
of reactions that fill in an armchair site.

The formation of embedded five-member rings creates a third
avenue for zipper growth, via a reaction “capping” the embedded
five-member ring. The sequence shown in Figure 3 illustrates
such growth. In this mechanism, the “imperfect”, armchair-like
site created by the presence of the embedded ring can succes-
sively transform many zigzag sites into armchair sites. This type
of zipper-growth nucleation will be referred to hereafter as
embedded-ring nucleation. The location of the five-member ring
when it is capped, as well as the length of the zigzag edge in
which it is enclosed, determine the amount of armchair sites
that are created. For example, in Figure 3 sixteen rings are able
to add to the starting configuration, because the embedded five-
member ring is located in the center. If the embedded ring were
located three positions to the right instead, only seven rings
would be able to add through armchair filling reactions. Note
that the zipper-filling enabled by embedded five-member rings
requires that the five-member ring be fully enclosed and
therefore completely incorporated into the growing layer. This
is different from lone five-member rings acting as nucleating
sites which may then escape from the layer by migration.

The differences in growth rates and morphologies created by
the relative contribution of corner, interior, and embedded-ring
nucleation of zipper growth is a major feature of the present
KMC simulations. Multiple interior nucleations on a single
zigzag edge create unreactive regions. Lone and embedded-ring
migration reactions have the potential to prevent defects from
forming or removing them once formed.

Morphology. Representative graphene structures formed
during growth of pyrene at 1500, 2000, and 2500 K are shown
in Figure 4. Animations of the formation of these structures
are included in the Supporting Information. Note, in the figure
all of the edge carbon atoms are shown bonded to single
hydrogen atoms. This is done for display purposes only; in the
simulations the carbons may be of any type depicted in Figure
1. At 1500 K, five-member rings are more stable than at higher
temperatures and therefore are more frequently incorporated into
the growing structures. The increased stability of five-member
rings at lower temperatures has two affects on the growth of
the layer. The first affect is promotion of growth through the
creation of interior zipper growth nucleation sites. The second
affect hinders growth as incorporation of five-member rings
creates portions of edge that are unable to grow. In the example

Figure 2. Example substrate of decacene showing a1solid type atoms.
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TABLE 1: KMC Reaction Steps
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TABLE 1: Continued

a ka ) 1.1 × 107T1.17e-1960/T, kb ) 6.8 × 1011e-11084/T, kc ) 1.3 × 1014e-21025/T, kd ) 4.8 × 1012e-16875/T, ke ) 1.5 × 1010T0.85e-601/T, kf ) 2.5
× 1012T-0.13e-7902/T. b Estimated (see Supporting Information).

Figure 3. Embedded five-member ring facilitating zipper growth mechanism.
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shown in Figure 4a, one can see bifurcation of the edge caused
by the inclusion of five-member rings preventing formation of
contiguous regions of zigzag edge, which in turn hinders zipper
growth. A close up image of an edge bifurcation is shown in
Figure 5.

The promoting and hindering affects of five-member rings
described above are weighted in favor of growth at 2000 K.
Five-member rings remain on the edge long enough to facilitate
zipper growth. However, after catalyzing growth, the five-and-
six-member ring complexes can fall apart through reactions like
reaction 17, and subsequently the remaining five-member ring
can desorb, leaving a structure composed of only six-member
rings. After the layer has grown larger, the ability of embedded
five-member rings to escape in this fashion decreases. The
reason for the decreasing likelihood of desorption is that for
reactions like reaction 17 to occur, the five- and six-member
ring complex must not be enclosed by other rings. If an
additional six-member ring exists on either side of the five- and
six-member complex, there is essentially no way for the complex
to fall apart. The result is that substrates growing at this
temperature do not become curved until they are significantly
larger than coronene. This phenomenon of transition from planar
to curved growth can be seen in animation of growth at 2000
K included in the Supporting Information.

Growth of pyrene is much less frequent and five-member
rings are rarely incorporated into the layer at 2500 K. The
mechanism for growth at this temperature and substrate size is
dominated by corner-nucleated zipper growth. Of the 15
simulations of pyrene growth that were run at 2500 K, seven
grew to be larger than coronene. The structure shown in Figure
4c is one of those simulations. Of the other eight simulations,
six did not grow at all, one ended as a structure composed of
six aromatic rings, and one finished as coronene. None of the
simulations of pyrene growth at 2500 K incorporated five-
member rings into the structures due to the low stability of lone
five-member rings at this temperature. On larger substrates,
growth is more frequent at 2500 K. As the molecular structure
gets larger, a single nucleation site enables more growth because
a larger zigzag edge provides mores sites for rings to be added
through the zipper filling mechanism.

Effect of Initial Substrate. Five initial substrates were
studied: pyrene, coronene, pentacene, decacene, and icosacene.
The first two were allowed growth on all sites and thus were
used to simulate the initial stages of soot precursor growth. The
last three are linear acenes of five, ten, and twenty rings,
respectively. The linear species were used as models for
graphene layer (soot surface) growth and hence the lower row
of carbon atoms was set as a1solid type to keep them from
reacting. The five substrates are shown in Figure 6.

The rate of substrate growth was determined from a series
of 15 simulation runs performed with different seeds for the
random number generator for each substrate at each temperature.
The calculations were typically carried out for 5 ms of simulated
time. For some conditions, not all of the simulation runs were
able to reach 5 ms before failing the consistency check between
the optimized geometry and the bonding defined by the KMC
simulation. In such cases, all the runs in the series were truncated
so that the data presented are always the result of an average
over a full series of 15 simulations.

The resulting data were used to calculate the average growth
rate as a function of time for each series. Substrate growth was

Figure 4. Representative structures resulting from pyrene growth at (a) 1500 K, (b) 2000 K, and (c) 2500 K.

Figure 5. Detail of edge bifurcation in pyrene growth at 1500 K.

Figure 6. Starting substrates for surface kinetic Monte Carlo simula-
tions. Hydrogen atoms are shown in dark gray, normal carbon in black,
and solid carbon in light gray.
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measured in the number of carbon atoms added to the initial
substrate at each instant of time. Growth rates were then
calculated by central-difference numerical differentiation of the
average growth; i.e., the growth rate at time ti was calculated
as

G(ti+N) - G(ti-N)

ti+N - ti-N

where G is the number of C-atoms. N was chosen to reduce
noise due to stochastic fluctuations while maintaining high
resolution of the data. Time intervals (ti+N - ti-N) were typically
on the order of 0.5 ms. The resulting time dependent growth
rates are plotted in Figure 7.

Inspection of the numerical results displayed in Figure 7
indicates that the growth rates for all substrates at 1500 K lie
in the range of roughly (1-4) × 104 C-atoms s-1, remaining
fairly constant over the course of the simulations. At 2000 K,
growth rates noticeably increase with time initially. At later
times, all of the substrates tend toward growth rates of 105

C-atoms s-1. At 2500 K, growth rates fluctuate much more but
are generally in the range from 1 × 103 to 1 × 104 C-atoms
s-1. Growth at 2500 K is sporadic because corner nucleations
are the dominant means of growth and are rare events given

the low kinetic stability of C2H adsorbate on the aromatic edge
at this temperature.

To characterize the morphologies resulting from growth of
different substrates at differing temperatures, we introduce a
measure of incorporation of five-member rings, the fiVe-member-
ring fraction, defined as

fR5 ) 32
12

NR5

NR5 + NR6

where NR5 and NR6 are the number of five-member and six-
member rings, respectively, that comprise the molecular struc-
ture. The prefactor, 32/12, normalizes fR5 so that the buckmin-
sterfullerene has an fR5 value of 1. The buckminsterfullerene is
the smallest fullerene with no neighboring five-member rings
and is composed of 12 five-member rings and 20 six-member
rings. Given that five-member rings are not allowed to form
next to each other in the kinetic mechanism and that a perfect
graphene sheet has no five-member rings, fR5, will range between
zero (no five-member rings) and one (maximum number of five-
member rings). Lone chemisorbed five-member rings are
excluded from the calculation of fR5.

The fR5 values obtained in the simulations with different
substrates are plotted in Figure 8. Inspection of these results
indicates that for all three temperatures, fR5 tends toward a
constant value for each substrate. At 1500 K, the value is
approximately 0.25 for all substrates. At 2000 K, the ending
values of fR5 are much lower, around 0.05. Five-member ring
incorporation is rare at 2500 K and so fR5 is zero for most of
the substrates at this temperature. The nonzero values at later
times for pentacene and decacene are the result of incorporation
of a single five-member ring in a single simulation.

While higher values of fR5 translate to higher curvature,
relatively small values can still lead to significant curvature.
An example of such a structure is shown in Figure 9. It is
produced in a simulation run of decacene growth at 2000 K
and has an fR5 value of 0.1.

To further assess the morphology of growing structures, we
also examined the number of edge bifurcations that an individual
molecule develops. Edge bifurcations were discussed previously
and are edge regions such as those shown in Figure 5. To
identify their occurrences in numerical simulations, we defined
an edge bifurcation as six or more solid carbon atoms in
succession, of which at least one is classified as s2, i.e., that
one of the carbon atoms is part of a five-member ring. Recovery
from bifurcations is rare and therefore most bifurcations remain
as part of the growing structure once they are formed.

The average number of edge bifurcations developed in
simulations of the five substrates at 1500 and 2000 K is plotted
in Figure 10. At 2500 K, growth is very smooth and no
bifurcations were formed in any of our simulations at this
temperature. The results at 1500 K demonstrate a significant
effect of the initial substrate size on the number of edge
bifurcations formed. Icosacene, the longest initial substrate,
forms an average of 2.5 bifurcations in our simulations while
pyrene, coronene, and pentacene form less than 1 on average.
The longer edges of decacene and icosacene provide more
opportunity for multiple nucleations (both corner and interior)
to occur leaving gaps that cannot be filled in. At 2000 K, edge
bifurcations are less common and the difference between the
substrates is essentially gone.

Another measure we consider is the fraction of edge sites
that can accommodate cyclization by addition of C2H2, fAC. Such
sites include armchair sites, zigzag sites, and armchair-like sites
created by free and embedded five-member rings. The computed

Figure 7. Substrate growth rates at (a) 1500 K, (b) 2000 K, and (c)
2500 K.
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values of fAC, plotted in Figure 11, tell a story similar to that
for growth rate and fR5. At 1500 K, fAC values for different
substrates converge quickly and decrease toward 0.4. At 2000
K, fAC tends toward 0.8 for all substrates. At 2500 K, fAC stays
fairly constant for the linear substrates (pentacene, decacene,
and isosacene) but increases with time for the molecular starting
structures (pyrene and coronene). The nearly constant fAC values
for the linear substrates are due to stacking type growth caused
by corner nucleation, in which each layer of added rings does
not create many new growth sites. Starting with a molecular

substrate, a corner nucleation creates growth avenues along two
edges and therefore creates more new growth sites per nucleation.

A few conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of
growth of differing substrates as a function of temperature. First,
growth rates lie mainly in the range of 103-105 C-atoms s-1,
with the slowest growth at 2500 K. This range and trend of
growth rates are in agreement with the results of the FSP model36

and hence comparable to initial rates of soot surface growth in
laminar premised flames.44,84,85 Convergence of growth rates,
fR5, and fAC indicates that substrates become similar in nature
as they grow, regardless of their initial configuration, at both
1500 and 2000 K. Finally, growing layers become significantly
curved at the two lower temperatures, with the highest degree
of curvature occurring at the lowest temperatures due to more
frequent inclusion of five-member rings.

Effect of Reaction Exclusion. In the previous two sections,
morphologies and growth were discussed for simulations that
include all of the reactions listed in Table 1. In this section, we
test the consequence of exclusion of key sets of reactions from
the simulations. The tests are designed to gauge the effect of
assumed rates for reactions in the kinetic mechanism. In light
of the highly curved geometries that result from the full KMC
model, we were particularly focused on curvature-inducing
reactions.

Considering the stochastic nature of the model and the
relatively large number of individual reaction steps, it is more
informative and manageable to perform the tests by grouping
reactions into related sets. The four reaction exclusion test cases
were E1, reactions that create five- and six-member ring
complexes (excludes reactions 14, 33, 34, 39, and 41); E2,
reactions that cap embedded-five-member-rings (35, 36, 37, and
38); E3, flip and embedded-ring migration reactions (29, 30,
31, and 32); and E4, the combination of case E2 and case E3.
Case E1 is similar to the FSP model,36 and case E2 is similar
to the Celnik et al. model.37 Cases E3 and E4 are designed to
test the importance of embedded-ring migration to structure
evolution. Cases E1 through E4 were examined using coronene
and decacene as substrates.

Figure 8. Five-member ring fraction at (a) 1500 K, (b) 2000 K, and
(c) 2500 K.

Figure 9. Example structure grown from decacene at 2000 K with fR5

) 0.1.

Figure 10. Average number of edge bifurcations at (a) 1500 and (b)
2000 K. At 2500 K (not shown) no bifurcations were formed.
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Growth rates are not significantly different between the five
cases for either coronene or decacene at any of the three
temperatures we studied. For almost all of the cases, the fR5

values are also not significantly affected. The exception is case
E1 in which no five-member rings are incorporated and so the
fR5 value for those cases is always zero, which results in
completely planar, defect-free growth. However, in light of the
present knowledge, this case is unlikely to be physically realistic.
Of the reactions that form five- and six-member ring complexes
(14, 33, 34, 39, and 41 in Table 1), two (34 and 39) have been
assigned assumed rate coefficients, while the other three have
rate coefficients calculated from quantum chemical results. Even
if the rate coefficients of these reactions are overestimated and
will have to be significantly reduced, five- and six-member ring
complexes would still be formed and resulting five-member
rings either will be capped and cause curvature or will exist as
defects and thus create unreactive surface area.

Cases E2 through E4 show morphological differences that
are not captured by the fR5 data but are to some extent captured
in the number of bifurcations. Figure 12 shows the average
number of edge bifurcations for the reaction exclusion cases
compared with the base case at 1500 K for coronene and
decacene. The biggest difference in the number of bifurcations
is seen in case E1, in which edge bifurcations are almost absent.
On the other hand, cases E3 and E4 increase the number of

edge bifurcations for both coronene and decacene at 1500 K.
Hence, disallowing embedded migration increases the roughness
of the edge. This result is not surprising as surface migration
of growth species is known to create smoother surfaces in a
variety of growth processes.86 The difference in the number of
edge bifurcations is apparent in the resulting morphologies. An
extreme example is shown in Figure 13 of a species growing
from decacene at 1500 K in case E3.

The effect of reaction exclusion on the number of edge
bifurcations at 2000 K is generally similar to that at 1500 K
(see Figure 14). At 2000 K, edge bifurcations are most
pronounced in case E4 followed by case E3. Edge bifurcations
at 2000 K lead to the interesting phenomenon of stacked layers
growing from a single substrate. Layer stacking happens
following formation of an edge bifurcation, as the two resulting
edges continue to grow next to each other. An example of the
result of this behavior is shown in Figure 15. The separation
between the two layers that results from the geometry optimiza-
tion is ∼3.5 Å, which is consistent with experimental measure-
ments of layer separation in soot41,87 and carbon black.43,88

At 2500 K, no edge bifurcation occurred in any of the studied
cases. At this temperature growth is smooth in the base case
and five-member rings are not involved in growth, and so the
reaction exclusion cases do not make a significant difference
to growth rates or morphology.

Figure 11. Fraction of edge sites accommodating cyclization at (a)
1500 K, (b) 2000 K, and (c) 2500 K.

Figure 12. Average number of edge bifurcations for the reaction
exclusion cases at 1500 K for (a) coronene and (b) decacene.

Figure 13. Morphology resulting from decacene growth at 1500 K,
case E3, with fR5 ) 0.185.
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Effect of Gas-Phase Composition. We also examined the
effect of altering the gas-phase composition on growth rates
and morphology. The starting substrates for these calculations
were coronene and decacene as they were in the reaction
exclusion testing. Five gas-phase composition test cases were
analyzed along with the base case, which was used in the
preceding calculations. As discussed above, the base case
composition is the same that was used in previous surface kinetic
simulations34,36 and is motivated by data from laminar flame
studies.48,83 The five test cases differ from the base case as
follows: F1, C2H2 mole fraction reduced to 0.01; F2, H2 mole
fraction reduced to 0.01; F3, H mole fraction reduced to 0.001;
F4, CH3 mole fraction set to 0.01; and F5, CH3 mole fraction
set to 0.001. The last two cases “turn on” the reaction of methyl
radical with edge five-member rings creating six-member rings
(reaction 42 in Table 1) and vary its effective rate.

Growth rates of the two substrates at 1500 K comparing the
various species concentrations are shown in Figure 16. Figures
17 and 18 compare fR5 and the number of edge bifurcations,
respectively, for the concentration comparison cases. The most
pronounced differences are seen in cases F1 and F4. Reduction
of C2H2 in case F1 reduces the growth rate as one would expect.
The slower growth leads to smoother surfaces embodied in the
lower inclusion of five-member rings and a lower number of
edge bifurcations. In contrast, case F4, with CH3 mole fraction
set to 0.01, leads to higher growth rates as the transformation
of five-member rings to six-member rings through reaction 42
creates more nucleation sites, catalyzing growth. The faster
growth leads to very rough surfaces with an average of over
2.5 edge bifurcations per simulation. The highly branched
surfaces in turn lead to unphysical geometries that result in early
termination of the simulations. The increased roughness occurs
in spite of the fact that conversion of five-member rings to six-
member rings reduces the number of five-member rings
incorporated into the surface.

Cases F2, F3, and F5 have only a moderate effect at the
simulation temperature of 1500 K. Of these, the most significant

differences are seen in case F3, where reduction of the H-atom
concentration leads to slightly reduced growth rate as a result
of lower rate of surface activation via H abstraction (reaction
1). Case F3 also leads to a slight decrease in fR5. The decrease
in H-atom concentration relative to acetylene leads to an increase
in corner nucleations, which at this temperature leads to a
decrease in the number of five-member rings incorporated into
the layer as fewer layers are added through interior nucleation.

Figures 19-21 show the growth rate, fR5, and number of
bifurcations, respectively, for the species concentration cases
of coronene and decacene at 2000 K. At this temperature growth
completely ceases for case F1. As a result, the fR5 and bifurcation
plots are also zero for case F1. The only other case that deviates
significantly from the base case at this temperature is case F3.
The growth rate of this case is decreased from the base case
due to formation of fewer edge radical sites because of lower
H-atom concentration, as at 1500 K.

Note that the effect of the reduction in H concentration on
the growth rate is more pronounced at 2000 K as compared to
1500 K. This can be explained by considering the kinetics of
the following simplified reaction system

Cedge-H + H {\}
k1

k-1

Cedge
• + H2

Cedge
• + H98

k2
Cedge-H

Cedge
• 98

k3
products

where Cedge represents a “generic” edge carbon site (which could
be that of a chemisorbed C2H2, for example). The rate of growth
for this reaction sequence is proportional to the concentration
of the radical, Cedge

•, whose steady-state value is

[Cedge
•] )

k1[Cedge-H][H]

k-1[H2] + k3 + k2[H]

The value of k2 essentially does not depend on temperature,
whereas those of k-1 and k3 do. At low temperatures, when the
k2[H] term is larger than k-1[H] and k3, the [H] terms appearing
in the numerator and denominator of the above ratio cancel out
and the concentration of Cedge

• and hence the rate of growth do
not depend on the concentration of H atoms. At high temper-
atures, when either the k-1[H2] or k3 term exceeds k2[H], the
[Cedge

•] and growth rate become proportional to [H].
More interestingly, fR5 increases for case F3 at 2000 K in

contrast with its decrease at 1500 K. Corner nucleations are
increased again at 2000 K due to decrease in H-atom concentra-
tion relative to C2H2. While at 1500 K this meant that fewer
five-member rings were added through interior nucleation, at
2000 K growth is fast enough that corner nucleations can occur
at both ends of an edge leading to a void in the middle of the
edge that closes through reaction 41, creating a five-member
ring. It is rings created in this fashion that increase the fR5 value
for case F3 relative to the base case at this temperature.

At 2500 K, the only significant change in metrics for the five
composition-comparison cases is in case F1 where growth is
halted and so fR5 and the number of edge bifurcations are zero
as a result. None of the other cases are significantly changed
from the base case at this temperature.

IV. Summary

This study examined the evolution of growing graphene edges
in combustion environments by combining a detailed description

Figure 14. Average number of edge bifurcations for the reaction
exclusion cases at 2000 K for (a) coronene and (b) decacene. The
number of bifurcations for case E1 is nearly zero over the entire range
for both substrates.
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of surface chemistry with a relatively large number of reaction
steps and molecular-mechanics optimization of resultant geom-
etry. This allowed for the examination of the interplay of surface
transformations and their effect on the formation of the different
ring adsorption sites.

The simulation results demonstrate that evolving graphene
morphology is significantly affected by varying temperature,
gas-phase composition, and the rates of key reactions in the
current kinetic model. Convergence with reaction time of
numerical measuressgrowth rate, five-member-ring fraction fR5,
and fraction of edge sites that can accommodate cyclization by
addition of acetylene fACsindicate that substrates become similar
in nature as they grow, regardless of their initial configuration.

The computed growth rates lie mainly in the range from 103

to 105 C-atoms s-1, in agreement with initial soot growth rates
from the experiments of Harris and Weiner.45,84,89

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of the present study is
that growing layers become significantly curved. This occurs
regardless of the initial substrate at both 1500 and 2000 K,
although the lower temperature leads to the highest degree of
curvature, caused by a higher rate of inclusion of five-member
rings. More intriguing is the observation that transition from

planar to curved growth at 2000 K does not commence
immediately but occurs some later time, seemingly when the
growing graphene reaches a size significantly larger than
coronene. Identification and quantification of the factors control-
ling this transition could be a subject for future studies.

At 2500 K, the highest temperature used in our present
simulations, we observed no graphene sheet curvature. In this
high-energy environment, the five-member-ring intermediates
become less thermodynamically and kinetically stable and do
not form edge-embedded five-member rings. Perhaps this result
could offer an explanation to the observation of very large,
essentially “flat” graphene sheets in substrate-free microwave
synthesis:30,31 the generated plasma is sufficiently energetic to
induce kinetic instability of five-member rings and thus prevent
them from forming. Establishing the underlying mechanism of
graphene growth in plasma-assisted synthesis could be another
challenging area of future research.

It should also be noted that soot particles are composed of
many layers of stacked aromatics. Such multilayer environments
are likely to provide additional energetic and steric constraints
and, as a consequence, will be less able to accommodate
curvature than has been allowed in the present simulations.
Proper consideration of multilayer graphene growth will require

Figure 15. Front and side views of multiple layers growing from decacene substrate at 2000 K, case E4 with fR5 ) 0.031.

Figure 16. Growth rate comparing species fraction cases at 1500 K
for (a) coronene and (b) decacene.

Figure 17. Five-member ring fraction comparing species fraction cases
at 1500 K for (a) coronene and (b) decacene.
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extending the analysis to increasingly large molecular clusters,
providing a nontrivial challenge to quantum chemistry.

It is likely that more elementary reactions will come to light
as research in this area continues. The results of the present
study already point to the needed work. The sensitivity of the
morphologies to both embedded five-member ring migrations
and to five-member ring capping reactions calls for a more
thorough re-examination of such reactions. Another reaction that

needs attention is the transformation of a surface five-member
ring into a six-member ring through combination with a methyl
radical, which has a pronounced effect on the growth rate and
morphologies at 1500 K. Finally, reactions that oxidize the
graphene edge, while not included in the present study, should
have a profound effect on graphene evolution in oxygen-
containing environments.
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